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By Wayne McDonald

Publishamerica, United States, 2005. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 216 x 140 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. aIf you think that day-to-day life is filled with contradiction, conflict,
hypocrisy, and a host of terms that have yet to be defined, wait until you visit cyberspace.a Until
now the Internet has, by and large, escaped the attention of humorists. In Chat Rooms in
Wonderland, author Wayne McDonald offers the reader a witty tour of an offshoot of the aInternet
Ageaathe aChat Room.a Starting with a brief introduction to both the history and structure of the
anet, he then, using almost every literary device known to man, introduces the reader to the various
types of chat rooms they might encounter while pointing out the absurd behavior of each roomas
patrons. From the generic chat room to those concerning everything from politics to sex, nothing
escapes his caustic observations. In addition to his observations concerning each group of rooms,
each chapter is followed by an essay poking even more fun at the subject under discussion. Chat
Rooms in Wonderland is proof that you can find humor in the most unlikely places.
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I just started looking over this ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this published e publication. You are going to like the way the author
compose this publication.
-- Giles V a nder vor t DDS-- Giles V a nder vor t DDS

This book is definitely worth acquiring. Yes, it is enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Its been written in an remarkably basic way and is
particularly simply soon after i finished reading through this pdf where actually changed me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Mur r a y Ma r qua r dt-- Mur r a y Ma r qua r dt
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